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The Bisca Story
1890

1893

Bisca’s story begins in
1890 when a young 26
years old woman called
Karen Volf opens her first
bakery in Copenhagen
with her husband Christian. The couple sells milk,
bread and – as something
completely new – sponge
cakes and gingerbread
baked by Karen herself.

The cakes quickly become a success, and three years
after the opening of the bakery Karen and her husband
move to a larger shop with a confectionery and tea
room as well. Even the royal family visits to taste the
fantastic cakes.

1900
The bakery gets its own cake automobile with ads posted
on the sides. Now it is possible for costumers to call in
and order cakes to be delivered afterwards. This is
something completely new and sensational.

1968

The Karen Volf production moves to Stege on
the Island Møn, where it
is still situated today.

1946

The year after the
Liberation of Denmark,
Karen dies 82 years old.

1915–
1930

The bakery keeps growing! Karen opens
a new bakery with her son Holger. The
daughter Harriet also becomes part of
the business. The company now sells
cakes nationwide.

1980

Everyone loves Danish cookies! Butter Cookies
are one of the greatest success of Karen Volf
internationally, where the cakes are sold to
export markets around the world.

2006
Karen Volf’s cakes have become a cultural institution and
delivers cakes to the Danes on a huge scale: Today, Bisca makes
a yearly turnover exceeding 50 Mio. EUR and bakes more than
150 different types of cakes. Some everlasting classics made
with Karen’s original recipes and some trendsetting and
modern inventions of Bisca’s skilled innovation expert team.

2014

After several different mergers
throughout the years the company
is now called Bisca A/S.
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Today
Bisca is the biggest private workplace in
Vordingborg muncipiality and a vital part
of most citizens on the island of Møn.
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Cookies for
the Queen
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In 1952 Bisca was proudly appointed purveyor
to The Royal Danish Court, delivering our
historic and tasty goods to Her Majesty Queen
Margrethe II.

Assorted Danish Butter Cookies baked according to
the traditional Danish recipe for crisp and aromatic
cookies with that distinct sweet butter flavor. The
tin holds an assortment of various Danish butter
cookies including butter cookies with blueberry &
hazelnuts.
In many countries, Danish Butter Cookies are
considered as one of the finest and most delicious
hostess gifts you can bring.

Karens Butter Cookies
for any Occasion
Our Danish Butter Cookies are available in Karens Bakery design giftbox 908-gram size.
Surprise your loved ones with our special giftbox – also available in Chinese New Year edition.

The classic puff pastry waffles with a crunchy shell
and delicious vanilla filling are a true Bisca icon.

Brownie Bites: Brownie cake with
chocolate pieces and cocoa coating in
8 delicious bite sizes.

Puff Pastry: A wonderful waffle made
of 96 lays of puff pastry with a delicious
vanilla cream.

Bisca Classic Digestive: Traditional Digestives
perfect for a cheese buffet, the lunch box, or as
base in a cheese cake.

Bisca Digestive Wholegrain: Wholegrain
Digestives with a solid crunch. Perfect for a
cheese buffet, the lunch box, or as a snack.

Bisca Oat Biscuit with fruits: Crunchy
biscuit based on oats and delicious fruits.
Enjoy them with your afternoon tea, serve
them for your guests, or as a treat for
yourself.

Our Traditional Danish
Butter Cookies
Assorted Danish Butter Cookies baked according to
the traditional Danish recipe for crisp and aromatic
cookies with that distinct sweet butter flavor. The
tin holds an assortment of different cookies with
and without sugar sprinkles.
Bisca Danish Butter Cookies are also available in
combination with delicious chocolate chip and
cocoa cookies. Great tasting cookies for everyone.

International Taste Institute has
awarded our Bisca Danish Butter
Cookies the Superior Taste Award.
The institute tests food products
based on an international recognized
tasting scheme with professional
tasters. This award is a great achievement for Bisca, and we see it as proof
of the superiority of our
Danish Butter Cookies.

Danish Butter & Chocolate Chip Cookies

Danish Butter Cookies
in gift boxes

Danish Butter Cookies

Our Danish Butter Cookies
are available in Nyhavn
design gift boxes in either 454gram size or 908-gram size.
Nyhavn is the old harbor of
Copenhagen, founded by the
King in 1671. This beautiful part
of the city with colorful and
historic buildings, has become
iconic for Denmark and is loved
by locals and visitors.

Copenhagen Danish Butter
Cookies
Choose from Danish Butter Cookie tins with classic

Danish attractions from across the city of Copenhagen.
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Amalienborg- Danish Butter Cookies
The home of the Danish Royal Family in
Copenhagen.

Magenta
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Cyan

Nyhavn - Danish Butter Cookies
Loved by locals and adored by visitors from
around the world, Nyhavn is the place to
go to experience a classic Danish meal in a
joyful environment.
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Garder - Danish Butter Cookies
A Royal garder in front of the
Queen’s palace.

Black

Pantone 288 C

White

Embossing

Danish Cookies

Bisca Danish Cookies
A mix of classic cookie treats, perfect for the cookie jar
or as a sweet surprise when having coffee with a special
someone.

Bisca Danish Cookies Christmas
A mix of classic cookie treats in a Christmas designed box.
Enjoy them in front of the Christmas tree with your loved
ones.
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With local
Ingredients from
the island of Møn

Rye Biscuit:
Rye Biscuit is made with
mask, beer and malt from
the local brewery on Møn
which gives a unique structure and a fantastic bite to
the biscuit.

Dark Sky Biscuit:
Dark Sky biscuit is black as
the night on the island of
Møn. The dark wholemeal
biscuit with salt sprinkles on
the top is baked with beer
and mask from the local
brewery on Møn.

4-Grain Biscuit:
The 4-grain biscuit is baked
with honey from the local
farm on Møn Tjørnemosegård with a wonderful seed
mixture which gives the
biscuit a rich taste.

TO GO

PACK

Root Crops:
Crispy biscuits baked with
carrots, parsnips and celery.

Healthy
Living

Wholegrain:
Crispy whole grain biscuits
baked with flax and
sunflower seeds.

HIGH IN

FIBRE

Porridge:
Crispy biscuits baked with
porridge, apple and cinnamon.
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Get in touch
Bisca A/S
Ahornvej 1 • DK-4780 Stege
DENMARK • Tel: +45 7211 0000
www.bisca.com

